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Armory Park Historic Zone Advisory Board (APHZAB) 

Minutes 

 

Tuesday, 17 Jul 2018, 7:00 P.M. 

Parish Hall, Saint Andrew’s Church 

E. 16th Street and S. 5th Avenue 

Tucson, Arizona 

 

 

1. Call to Order/Roll Call. The meeting was called to order at 7:01 PM. A quorum was 

established with eleven APHZAB members present. General introductions were made. 

 

-  APHZAB members: Mr. J. Burr, Mr. M. Crum, Mr. M. Diamond, Mr. W. Duffy, Ms. P. 

Factor, Mr. S. Grede, Ms. G. Hesley, Ms. E. Hillman (after approval of Minutes), Mr. M. Lex, 

Ms. M. McClements, Mr. M. Means and Mr. W. O’Brien.   

-  IT Support: Mr. K. Taylor  

-  Guests:  Mr. A. Arenas, Ms. S. Frank, Mr. K. Rosenquist, Mr. D. Hawkins, Mr. R. Paulus and 

Mr. T. Grove. 

 

2. Approval of Previous Meeting Minutes. Motions made by Mr. J. Burr and seconded by Mr. 

Crum to approve Minutes from 18 June 2018. Eleven votes in favor; none opposed; no 

abstentions.   

 

3. Historic Preservation Zone Full Design Review Cases  

The Board Chair reviewed and reiterated the process that the Board would follow using UDC 

Section 5.8/TSM 9-02.3.0/Historic Preservation Zone Development Criteria and 9-02.7.0 

Specific Historic Preservation Zone Guidelines including Armory Park (9-02.7.2)/Revised 

Secretary of the Interior’s Standards and Guidelines/Other UDC standards as necessary and 

relevant. 

 

 a. HPZ-18-51, 521 S 5th Avenue. Parcel#117070810.  Susan Frank/Kurt Rosenquist, 

proposed construction of an accessory structure/studio. 

  

-  Ms. Frank provided a general overview to set the stage for the project and the interpretive and 

inspirational thought process used in the design.  She started with a review of the code for new 

construction and specifically looked at contributing accessory structures to support her design.  

She identified nine contributing accessory buildings for comparisons of size and setbacks in her 

development zone and principally used three that are closest to her design.  

 -  The structure is set back approximately 62 feet from the street-frontage, but will be visible 

from the street.  The proposed structure does relate proportionately to the primary residence. 

-  For the exterior of the structure, she is proposing corrugated metal as the primary surface 

material for both siding and roof, consistent with her ‘utilitarian use’ design inspiration and 

because of its general use on secondary structures in the development zone.  The proposed single 

gable roof relates to the slopes of the primary residence roof and contributing garage on the 

property, as well as other contributing accessory buildings in the development zone.  Ms. Frank 

prefers a clean modern look with no exposed rafters and believes it is a reasonable ‘compatible’ 

change of detail appropriate to a modern building that needs to differentiate itself from historic 

buildings. She added that the design with no exposed rafters was an ‘incredibly important design 

detail’ for her design vision and believes it a reasonable interpretation of appropriate modern 
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detail. There was considerable discussion about the rafter detail, and several board members 

were sympathetic to the design. Others noted that all the contributing accessory structures in the 

development zone used for reference had the exposed rafter roof detail. Armory Park Historic 

Preservation Zone (APHPZ) guidelines are more restrictive than Secretary of Interior Standards 

on what is appropriately ‘compatible’. It was noted that APHZAB is only one of the groups 

responsible for recommendation and review. Others reviewers may be open to a different 

interpretation of the design detail. 

-  The proposed windows are deliberately small and provide ‘pinpoint lighting’.  This is 

reasonably consistent with the contributing accessory structures referenced. However, the 

drawings identify the windows (and doors) as ‘pre-finished clad wood’ but APHPZ standards 

require new construction to have wood-only doors and windows. 

-  The proposal includes the construction of a detached, approximately 90 square foot trellis in 

front of the structure.  No details for its construction other than a suggested rafter detail were 

provided. The various iterations on the development proposal ranged from approximately 9’ x 

10’ offset from the middle to 8’ x12’ centered on the studio. There was also some concern about 

how close the trellis will be to the primary structure. Ms. Frank said that the trellis at the moment 

is not fully designed, placed or planned and would be acceptable to defer to a later minor review, 

since it is not sufficiently complete for a recommendation at this time.  

-  The proposed setbacks are 4’ and consistent with the prevailing setbacks of the area. 

-  The site utilization including the existing and proposed accessory structures is 49.7% of the 

square footage of the primary structure. The minor review of the future trellis will require that its 

final design, especially if attached, will remain at less than 50% total accessory structures 

footprint. 

-   Ms Frank is also proposing a corrugated metal fence between the proposed structure and 5th 

Avenue, located 45’ back from the principle frontage, almost at the back of the contributing 

portion of the primary structure. She was willing to consider other fence options if necessary.  

Although no corrugated metal fencing on primary avenue and street facades is allowed per 

guidelines, (they are allowed in certain development zones at the side or rear), the Board did not 

have an issue with using corrugated metal for the fence given its set back on the property and 

relation to the proposed structure.  However, there was discussion about the modern horizontal 

configuration as presented or a vertical orientation in keeping with the house. It was noted that 

APHPZ guidelines do not allow for ‘horizontal railings’ and that no other corrugated material in 

the development zone was horizontal, save for one obvious patch. 

-  The single light French door is a relatively common design detail on primary contributing 

structures within her development zone, as well as on one of the noted accessory buildings in her 

development zone.  She considers the single-light French door to be important to lighting within 

the structure. It was noted that either double side lights or none was consistent in the 

development zone, but that the single proposed side light was a more modern design feature and 

not supported in the HPZ. 

-  No windows on the proposed structure face widows on adjacent properties. 

-  The Board applauded the thoroughness of her design proposal application.  She was also 

commended for her thoroughness in delving in the character defining elements within her the 

development zone and understanding the differences between a primary residence and an 

auxiliary structure. All noted the size, siting, setbacks, height and surface material were 

thoughtfully presented. The skylight as presented is appropriate. 

 

Action Taken: Re HPZ 18-51, the Board recommends approval as presented with the following 

APHZAB conditions:   
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-  Roof rafters should extend with overhanging, open rafters per the development zone details.  

-  The sidelights on the Fifth Ave side should be on both sides of the door or removed altogether, 

but not a single sidelight. 

-  All windows and doors are wood, not wood -clad as depicted on the drawings. 

-  The freestanding trellis was not recommended for approval at this time due to insufficient 

information.  Follow up can be with a minor review when more information is available. 

-  Corrugated metal fence on the Fifth Ave side extensively set back is approved but in a vertical 

alignment which is common in the development zone rather than a horizontal presentation, 

which is a more modern detail. It is not a precedent for future cases. 

 

Motion by Mr. Burr and seconded by Ms. Factor. Twelve votes in favor, none opposed, no 

abstentions.  

 
 b. HPZ-18-58, 630 S 4th Avenue. Parcel#117071520.  Alberto Arenas, compliance review of 

existing accessory structure-ramada without permit. 

 

The existence of the ramada was discovered when the owner submitted an application for solar 

panels.  It was estimated that the ramada was constructed between 2007-2010 based upon city 

aerials and information from the property owner.  It was noted the size of an accessory structure 

requiring a permit has fluctuated from 200 square feet when erected, reduced to 120 square feet 

in 2011 and back to 200 square feet as of today.  The ramada is 170 square feet. There have been 

no complaints from any neighbors regarding the ramada. The owner apologized for not realizing 

the need for or getting the required review.  

 

Action Taken: Re HPZ 18-51, the Board recommends approval as presented. 

 

Motion by Ms. Hesley and seconded by Ms. Hillman. Twelve votes in favor, none opposed, no 

abstentions.  

 

4. RES Number: 2019-001: Request the vacation and sale of a portion of 14th Street right of 

way near Russell Avenue adjacent to and north of 40 E. 14th St. Action required. 

 

The Board discussed this proposed request to the City of Tucson Real Estate Division from 

Dabdoub Acquisitions, the property owner of parcels 117-14-0860, 117-14-0870 and 117-14-

0890, to vacate and sell off 1,536 sq.ft. right-of-way portion of 14th Street near Russell Avenue.  

The request is to vacate and sell this right-of-way which is proposed to be assembled with the 

owner’s property zoned HC-3 (not C-3), to be used for four on-site parking spaces and 

landscaping for a rehabilitated historic multi-family residential property. 

 

The Armory Park Neighborhood Association (APNA) plans to formally oppose the request and 

also referred subject request to the APHZAB for comment.   

 

The APHZAB discussed drafting a letter response based upon historic zone impacts.  The corner 

of East 14th Street and Scott Avenue is the southwest corner of the Military Plaza when the 

original City of Tucson Charter was established in 1872. This intersection with those defined 

rights of way has established the connection between the ‘Old City’ and the ‘New City’ for the 

last 146 years.  Loss of this historical location will change the face of history for Armory Park, 

and the historic understanding of Military Plaza.  The loss of this historic location also negatively 

impacts on the Turquoise Trail (formerly called the Presidio Trail), which is a 2 ½ mile long loop 
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trail through downtown Tucson that highlights structures and sites of historic interest and is 

marked by a turquoise stripe on the sidewalk. 

 

Although the APHZAB recommended approval of the request (HPZ 18-10) to remove and 

replace trees within the courtyard via the minor design review process in April 2018, Planning 

and Development Services Department (PDSD) specifically removed the right-of-way parking 

request.  Had parking been included in that review, the APHZAB would not have recommended 

approval of parking in front of the Brady Court structure and loss of the visual connection to the 

courtyard space. 

 

Further, the development of these parcels for parking will negatively impact the historic setting 

of Brady Court. According to the National Register, setting is one of the seven aspects of the 

integrity of a historic resource. As it is a Guy Greene, noted landscape architect and formerly 

with the Tucson Historic Preservation Foundation, designed landscape adds significance to the 

bungalow court parcel. Loss of the integrity of the setting and the continuity of the designed 

streetscape will have a negative impact on historic Brady Court and the overall streetscape of the 

Armory Park Historic District.   

 

Also for information, there have been significant sunk cost investments in this area related to 

utilities (e.g. electrical, water and communications) as well as city infrastructure improvements 

over the last 25 years that ought to factor in the ultimate recommendation. 

 

Several board members stated that a construction fence has already been erected in this public 

right of way in this historic area and some damage has already occurred including but not limited 

to removal of plantings, removal of a small brick wall, and breakage three of four cast iron grates 

at the base of trees.  

 

Action Taken: Re HPZ 18-41, the Board directed the APHZAB chair to write a letter of 

opposition to the proposed ROW sale to the Real Estate Department in the City of Tucson and 

include Mr. Steve Kozachik, Ward 6, and others in the communication. 

 

5.  Current Issues for Information/Discussion 

 

 a. Minor Reviews  

 

 1) The Board expects two minor design reviews on 20 July 

 

 2) PDSD recommends filing a complaint re the walls of un-stuccoed cinder block that 

were built without prior review.   

 

 b. Zoning Violations:  One code violation is still at PDSD for action.  Several Board 

members expressed concern that the property owner has yet to propose a solution to resolve the 

issue with the glass block windows since it was identified by the APHZAB in November 2017 

nor complied with TPCHC PRS guidance published in Jan 2018. 

 

6. Call to the Public.   

 

 a.  Board member Ms. Hesley provided an overview of a proposal to replace her rooftop 

HVACs at 120 E. 15th Street.  She will submit her proposal for a minor review. 
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 b.  Ms. Jodie Brown has been hired as the City’s Historic Preservation Officer effective 6 

Aug 2018.  Ms. McCune and Ms. Diehl are expected to remain on staff at this time. 

 

 c.  APHZAB member Ms. Hillman will reach the eight-year term limit on 30 Dec 2018. Two 

others (Mr. Crum and Ms. Factor) will reach the eight-year term limit on 30 Dec 2019.  There 

are four others who reach the four-year limit at the end of 2019 as well, but can extend for an 

additional four years (Mr. Diamond, Mr. Duffy, Mr. Lex and Ms. McClements).  Board 

Chairperson requested that all members identify interested residents, owners or special 

qualifications candidates as potential future board members. 

 

 d.  Ms. McClements distributed a resource checklist for applicants and review boards, 

recently developed by PDSD.  Currently, board members should use the checklist in evaluating 

projects brought before the board. It will need to be refined further with APHPZ standards as 

well. Members are encouraged to review the lists and provide feedback to the APHZAB 

Secretary.  The APHZAB also expects to include the checklist as part of the applicant toolkit 

now in development. 

 

7. Next Scheduled Meeting:  21 Aug 2018 

 

8. Adjournment 

 

Martha McClements, 

Chairperson, APHZAB 

 


